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Introverted person is someone who always hides everything which is going on his or her mind and heart. According to Abigail Hyndman introverted person is a person who is opposite between his mind or his heart with everything he or she said. (1990:22). Hyndman said that an introverted person always said something which opposites with what everything trully happened in his or her mind and heart. According to the Winfrida Dominic (1993:19), an introverted person is those who have a huge frightened if many people know who they really are including everything which really happens in their mind and heart. Dominic stated that an introverted person really fears if his or her personal life comes out or to be made known by someone else because he or she has been comfortable with keeping it inside and he or she does not feel comfortable with talking about it in public way.
As what Dominic said that most of introverted people are afraid if what trully happens in their mind and heart because they have been comfortable with that attitude. According to Calvin Hall,  The introvert's attitude is an abstracting one, he or she is always intent on withdrawing libido from the object, as though he or she had to prevent the object from gaining power over him. (1981:330). An introverted person has an introverted thinking, feeling, sensation and intuition. Usually one of the four functions has dominant role in consciousness. It called the superior function. And the least function is called inferior function, it expresses in the dreams and fantasies (unconhscious). (1981:126).
In Psychological Types Jung (1972) describes four basic psychic functions that are capable of becoming conscious ;there are also the attitudes of introversion and extraversion : intuition, sensation, feeling, and thinking.
Jung goes on to explain that, in his experience, there are only four basic functions, a fact that seems to be self-evident if one inquires into the possibilities. These psychic functions are the methods employed by humans to acquire knowledge of themselves and the surrounding world; cognition is not restricted to one function, and each function provides its own kind of knowledge.   The function also lead out to intuitive, feeling, thinking and sensation of the character itself. (1971: 389).
       The Main Character “I” is an introverted person and he has been dealing with his introverted feeling, sensation, thinking and intuition. He got such an introverted feeling, sensation, thinking and intuition and those all are the biggest deal for him, he found such a difficult to nail and overcome those introverted attitudes.
So this research will tell about the introverted feeling, sensation, thinking and intuition and explain how The Main Character “I” should do to overcome those introverted attitudes. This reserach also explores what is a little bit more about what is his introverted feeling, sensation, thinking and intuition and what is going on his mind and his heart when those introverted attitudes went on his mind and his heart. 
     This story is very uniquebecause how come a 58 years old man still hadan introverted feeling, thinking, sensation and intuition. He has been struggling to fight with his own feeling, with his own thought, with his own sensation and also with his own intuition. The biggest deal for him is he never talk, ask and even what is going to his mind and heart to the people surround him. He just kept those all inside his mind and his heart. with keeping those all inside his mind and his heart made him and lead him into such a deep depression and stress. From the deep stress and depression lead such an overwhelmed feeling, thinking, sensation and intuition and everything wentb on to his mind and his heart.

METHOD / THEORY
         This research uses some theories to strengthen this research  and reveals that the internal conflicts are the biggest deal for an introverted person :
Thinking is everything which is going on in our mind. (Doland, Angela South Carolina Tribunepsychological perspective on contradictions and extremes (​http:​/​​/​findarticles.com​/​p​/​articles​/​mi_qn4176​/​is_20070520​/​ai_n19164355​)May 20, 2007).
Introverted thinking isclosedideas or opinions which are only running in the brain and cannot be expressed through the five senses (The Cambridge Advanced  Learners Dictionary, 3rd Edition, electronic version). 
Feeling is an emotional state or reaction. (Boyer, RuqqayyahGuyana Buletin Basissympathetic and aesthetic August, 3rd  2007).
Introverted Feeling is emotion, whether when you feel physical or influenced by other people that cannot be expressed with five senses. It is kept inside.(The Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary, 3rd Edition, electronic version).
Sensation is a Mental process (such as seeing, hearing, or smelling) due to immediate bodily stimulation, usually as distinguished from perception. When a stimulus impinges on a sense organ and the organism responds, it is said that the stimulus has been sensed. (Doland, Angela Californian day to day basispsychological perspective on contradictions and extremes (​http:​/​​/​findarticles.com​/​p​/​articles​/​mi_qn4176​/​is_20070520​/​ai_n19164355​)May 20, 2007).
Introverted Sensation is an ability to understand, recognize, value or react to something, especially any of the five physical abilities to see, hear, smell, taste, and fell but those all are not expressed with the five senses. They are just kept inside. (The Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary, 3rd Edition, electronic version).

Under sensation include all perceptions by means of the sense organs; by thinking means the function of intellectual cognition and the forming of logical conclusions; feeling is a function of subjective evaluation; intuition takes as perception by way of the unconscious, or perception of unconscious events. (Jung,1972:518).

Intuition is a person's capacity to obtain or have direct knowledge and/or immediate insight, without observation or reason. It's the "gut feeling" you get. (Ayuk, Isabella Nigeria’s CBT NETNigerian Women got such a precious sensibility October, 31st 2008)
Introverted Intuition is (knowledge from) an ability to understand or know something immediately without needing to think about it, learn it, or discover it by using reason  but it is just being kept inside mind and heart. (The Cambridge Advanced Learners Dictionary, 3rd Edition, electronic version).
         Having an introverted feeling, thinking, sensation and intuition is such a big deal for an introverted person because it could be the internal conflict which against him or herself. This is a conflict which happens when a person has a conflict with some unsures in his or her own nature including feeling, thinking, sensation and intuition. This conflicts have been such a big deal for introverted person because they cannot cope or handle what is going on in their mind and heart. They cannot express what is going on in their mind and heart so it led their mind and heart became overload and it led them for being continuily thinking and feeling for something which is not important. This is also leading them to have unimportant sensation and intuition so that is why this has been such a big deal for them. 
        According to Holman, Internal Conflict is the drama between one character  against him or herself. The conflict is between his or her feeling, thinking, sensation and intuition. As it holds the existence of motivation of the character And  the gradually puts them in opposing position with different goal to be achieved. (1980: 107).
         The opposing forces are usually a person, or if an animal or an animate is treated, as though it was a person. The opposing force could not only be founded in the form of action, but also in the form of thought.
Wellek and Warren stated that an internal conflict is represented the rumble between two or more equal sides 
inside a certain person which cannot be implied into action and respond. (1982). 
Wellek and Warren said that most introverted person have an introverted thinking which mostly happens when they see or witness or even hear something that is contrast with their own thought and their own have being. It is instantly leading them to think about that seriously but what they think is not expressed orally, it is just being kept in their mind or brain.





Wellek and Warren said that most introverted person have an introverted thinking which mostly happens when they see or witness or even hear something that is contrast with their own thought and their own have being. It is instantly leading them to think about that seriously but what they think is not expressed orally, it is just being kept in their mind or brain. And this mess also happened with the main character. For example from the Paulo Coelho’s The Zahir :

“I do not know why Esther can fall in love with someone who looks ordinary    in many ways" (p.36)

The quotation aboved is said by the main character “I” when he revealed that the man whom he met in his press conference of realeasing his new book is someone whom his wife left him for. The main character is an introverted person and From that quotation we can now reveal that he has an introverted thinking, he said those such words only on his mind and those words are not expressed orally. He thinks that how come his wife could falling in love with an ordinary man. So from that on hecontinuily thinks about that and keeping that inside his mind. He has been comfortable with it. And it will lead him into a deep depression because he always thinks something that is never solved.

Solution :  The Main Character should ask the man whom he suspects as his wife’s affair directly and they both should talk together. With conducting this way can overcome the stress and the depression that he had just from the thought about the man. The main character should avoid something that can lead him to think introvertedly and makes him stressed so with talking together and expressing what is going on his mind to the man is been the best fine for him. All introverted person should express what is goin on in his mind orally to overcome or even avoid the stress and the depression. 
Wellek and Warren said that most introverted person have an introverted feeling which mostly happens when they see or witness or even hear something that is contrast with their own feeling and their own have being. It is instantly leading them to think about that seriously but what they feel is not expressed orally, it is just being kept in their heart. And this mess also happened with the main character. For example from the Paulo Coelho’s The Zahir :

“You undertstand nothing," said Mikhail These words irritated me. How could a twenty five years old tell an experienced man who had suffered and been tested by life that he understood nothing? I had control my self  to humble my self , top do whatever was necessary (p.86). 

The quotation aboved is said both Mikhail and the main character. From that quotation we can now reveal although The Main Character was booed by Mikhail (a man whom he suspects that his wife have an affair with), but he still stayed cool and humble in front of Mikhail, so from that we can conclude that The Main Charcater “I” had such an introverted feeling, he hided his feeling of angry, upset and irritated in front of Mikhail. He hided those feelings with staying cool and humble in front of Mikhail. He had controlled himself with not being emotional or looked angry. From this, we can now reveal that he is an introverted person. He did not show his real feeling to Mikhail. He had been comfortable for keeping everything that is going on in his mind and his heart inside since he was a child. So it is not that easy for him to show his feelings to the other people. He knew if he showed his feelings directly in front of Mikhail so it will lead him to not never find his wife because it will make Mikhail felt angry and upset to him. So it will affect Mikhail to cancel to take The Major Character “I” to his wife who has been leaving for years and he did not want this thing happen. 

Solution :  The Main Character should ask the man whom he suspects as his wife’s affair directly and they both should talk together. With conducting this way can overcome the stress and the depression that he had just from his feeling about the man. The main character should avoid something that can lead him to feel introvertedly and makes him stressed so with talking together and expressing what is going on his mind to the man is been the best fine for him. All introverted person should express what is goin on in his heart orally or expressed by the other senses to overcome or even avoid the stress and the depression. 

Wellek and Warren said that most introverted person have an introverted intuition which mostly happens when they see or witness or even hear something that is contrast with their own intuition and their own have being. It is instantly leading them to think about that seriously but what they feel is not expressed orally, it is just being kept in their heart and mind. And this mess also happened with the main character. For example from the Paulo Coelho’s The Zahir :

“I can see in her eyes that she loves me I know that she willl be loving me but there is no woman who can make me falling love again after The Zahir" (p.195).

The quoatationaboved is said by The Major Character “I” when he revealed that Marie is falling in love with him, he can see in her eyes that Marie (a woman who has been staying with him during his journey to find his wife) loves him. From that quotation we can now reveal that The Major Character “I” had an introverted intuitive, he knew that Marie loves him from her own eyes and he had predicted this before and it is true, Marie loves him. But he did not tell this to Marie in order to make Marie not feeling hurt and broken heart because there is no woman who can make him falling in love anymore after Esther left him because only his wife who can make him falling in love. He just kept his intuition inside his mind and his heart. He felt that it is enough with knowing that Marie loved me. He hided his intuition in front of Marie and he knew that if he said his intuition to Marie, so she will ask him to love her and forgeting his wife also letting his wife go. And he did not this thing happen he still loves his wife and he wanted to continue his journey to find his wife. Marie is such a nice girl but he did not love her. He considered her as a best buddy.  His unconsious mind asked him to not tell his intuition to Marie because it will give him more obstacles to find his wife, he must keep Marie’s feeling so he could not continue his journey with letting Marie felt hurt and broken up with him. 

Solution :  The Main Character should ask Marie whom he thinks that she loves him directly and they both should talk together. With conducting this way can overcome the stress and the depression that he had just from his intuition about Marie. The main character should avoid something that can lead him to have an intuition introvertedly and makes him stressed so with talking together and expressing what is going on his mind and his heart to Marie is been the best fine for him. All introverted person should express what is goin on in his heart and his mind orally or expressed by the other senses to overcome or even avoid the stress and the depression. 

Wellek and Warren said that most introverted person have an introverted sensation which mostly happens when they see or witness or even hear something that is contrast with their own sensation and their own have being. It is instantly leading them to think about that seriously but what they feel and think and even passion is not expressed orally or expressed by the senses, it is just being kept in their heart and mind. And this mess also happened with the main character. For example from the Paulo Coelho’s The Zahir :

“Mikhail insisted, I had to meet the beggars; they were part of his life and part of Esther’s life too. I had realized while I was in the hospital that there was something wrong with my own life and that changed was urgently needed" (p.161)

The quotation aboved is happened when The Major Character “I” was asked by Mikhail to meet the beggars during his journey to Kazakhstan in order to know that the beggars became something that is very important in Esther’s life and the main reason why Mikhail asked him to meet the beggars is to make him understand a little bit more about his wife that is very closely with the beggars. From that quotation we can now reveal that The Major Charcter “I” had an introverted sensation. He was very surprised why his wife made friends and very closely with the beggars. As he knew in their eight years of marriage, Esther never been had friends with the beggars, and even as a correspondence. She had never been interviewing the beggars. But it is what it is, he had to recognize and understand what his wife is doing right now.  He hided his sensation about understand and recognize what is his wife currectly doing from the people surround him including Mikhail. His unconsious mind asked him  understand and recognize it by only in his mind and his heart, he should not tell this to anyone else because with only keeping this inside his mind and his heart, it will bring him to know a little bit more about his wife deeply and conducting his individuation process suceesfully that his wife asked him. With telling anyone about this is not something that easy for him because he had been comfortable with keeping this inside his mind and his heart even though it will considered him as introverted person. 

Solution :  The Main Character should ask Mikhail whom he thinks that she loves him directly and they both should talk together. With conducting this way can overcome the stress and the depression that he had just from his intuition about the words thst Mikhail told him. The main character should avoid something that can lead him to have an intuition introvertedly and makes him stressed so with talking together and expressing what is going on his mind and his heart to Marie is been the best fine for him and last but least he should realize what his sensation if his wife loves gathering and making friends with beggars so he should do the same thing as his wife did. This can help him to overcome or even avoid stress and depression because he will finally reveal why his wife is so closely with begggars and he can learn more about what his wife did.  All introverted person should express what is going on in his heart and his mind orally or expressed by the other senses to overcome or even avoid the stress and the depression. And they should express their sensation and their intuition. 

CONCLUSION
The introverted thinking is revealed when he thought everything and whatever is going on in his mind about people surround him especially for Mikhail. 
      The introverted intuitive. It can be shortly identified from his intuitions that he had before he is doing his individuation process, when he conducts his individuation process and after he finished his individuation process when he finally met his wife. 
The introverted feeling isidentified through his whether good or bad feeling or emotion. He feels physically influenced by other people surround him before and when he is doing his individuation process. His introverted feelings are mostly about Mikhail whom he assumed as a person who made his wife left him. This feelings constantly being in his inside until Mikhail told that he did not have an affair with Esther.
The Introverted Sensation is identified in his ability to understand, recognize, value or react to somethingthat he had before he is doing his individuation process, when he is conducting his individuation process and after he finished his individuation process. His sensation mostly about believing that he will find his wife one day.  He recognized that his wife left him for the right reasons and he admitted that the gone of his wife will turn him to be a better person. 
       So, The Main Character “I” should tell, ask or maybe explain everything  what is going on to his mind and his heart and it could decrease his introverted feeling, thinking, sensation and intuition and also avoid him into a deep depression and stress. 
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